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Abstract The current work reports about the application of
a cluster ensemble approach in combining results produced
by some multiobjective-based clustering techniques. Firstly,
some multiobjective-based fuzzy clustering techniques are
developed using the search capabilities of differential evolu-
tion and particle swarm optimization. Both these clustering
techniques utilize a recently developed point symmetry-
based distance for allocation of points to different clusters.
The appropriate partitioning from a data set is identified
by optimizing simultaneously two cluster quality measures,
namely Xie–Beni index and FSym-index. First objective
function uses Euclidean distance as a similarity measure,
and the second objective function uses point symmetry-based
distance in its computation. A set of trade-off solutions are
produced by each of these clustering techniques on the final
Pareto optimal front. Finally, this set of solutions are com-
bined using a link-based cluster ensemble technique. The
effectiveness of ensemble techniques is illustrated on parti-
tioning some real-life gene expression and cancer data sets
where automatic identification of set of genes or set of can-
cer tissues is a pressing issue. The potency of the ensemble
techniques applied on both themulti-objectiveDE- and PSO-
based clustering approaches is shown in comparison with
several state-of-the-art techniques.
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1 Introduction

Clustering is the process of grouping patterns into differ-
ent clusters such a way that patterns falling in the same
group have more similar characteristics than the patterns
which are in different groups (Bakhshali 2017; Yin et al.
2017; Chitsaz and Jahromi 2016; Li et al. 2016). In order
to generate grouping of patterns, some similarity or prox-
imity measures are in general utilized (Noorbehbahani et al.
2015; Alaei et al. 2013). Popularly used distance measures
include Euclidean distance (Jain et al. 1999), cosine similar-
ity (Jain et al. 1999), Mahalonabis distance (Jain et al. 1999).
In recent years, some symmetry-baseddistances are proposed
which are capable of extracting different-shaped clusters pos-
sessing some symmetric structures (Saha 2017). Utilizing
these distance measures, some symmetry-based clustering
approaches are also proposed (Bandyopadhyay and Saha
2007; Saha and Bandyopadhyay 2009) which are capable
of automatically determining the number of clusters from
a given data set. These algorithms use some evolutionary
techniques as the underlying optimization algorithm (Bandy-
opadhyay and Saha 2007; Saha and Bandyopadhyay 2009).
Moreover, the optimization of some cluster quality mea-
sures as objective functions helps these clustering techniques
to automatically determine the proper number of clusters.
But, as only a single cluster quality measure is optimized
in these approaches, their capacity in detecting different-
shaped clusters is restricted by the potentiality of that quality
measure. But in real-life scenario, most of the data sets con-
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tain clusters having different shapes, sizes or convexities.
Moreover, often for a given data set, a set of alternative
partitionings exist. In order to detect clusters possessing dif-
ferent structures after execution of a single algorithmand also
to detect set of all alternative partitionings simultaneously,
use of multiobjective optimization (MOO) was proposed in
the recent literature for solving the data clustering problem
(Bandyopadhyay et al. 2007b; Maulik et al. 2009; Acharya
et al. 2016; Saha et al. 2013; Zhou and Zhu 2017). Sev-
eral approaches have been developed by varying the distance
measures, encoding strategies and underlying optimization
techniques. (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2007b;Maulik et al. 2009;
Acharya et al. 2016; Saha et al. 2013; Yue et al. 2013). In gen-
eral, symmetry-based multiobjective clustering approaches
perform better than existing other multiobjective-based clus-
tering approaches like MOCK (Handl and Knowles 2007).
These MOO-based techniques mostly use simulated anneal-
ing or genetic algorithm as the underlying optimization
technique. But in recent years, several other optimization
techniques like cuckoo search (Yang and Deb 2014), particle
swarm optimization (PSO) (Ni et al. 2017; Kuo et al. 2011),
differential evolution (Das et al. 2008, 2005) and ant colony
optimization (Bezdek 1981) have been proposed, which per-
form better in terms of convergence compared to the genetic
algorithms (Yang and Deb 2014; Ni et al. 2017; Das et al.
2008).Motivated by these behaviors, in the current study first
we have proposed somemultiobjective fuzzy clustering tech-
niques exploring the search capabilities of particle swarm
optimization and differential evolution. As objective func-
tions, two popular cluster validity indices (Yue et al. 2016)
utilizing two different distance measures, point symmetry-
based fuzzy symmetry index (Saha and Bandyopadhyay
2009) and Euclidean distance-based Xie–Beni index (Xie
and Beni 1991) are simultaneously optimized by these fuzzy
clustering techniques. The use of these two different objec-
tive functions helps the proposed approaches to probe the
search space thoroughly to discover partitionings having
different-shaped clusters.

Cluster ensemble techniques often combine the results
obtained fromvarious clustering solutions (Kittler et al. 1998;
Fred and Jain 2005; Fern and Brodley 2004; Iam-on et al.
2008; Strehl and Ghosh 2002). In the literature, many clus-
ter ensemble techniques have been introduced, aiming to
improve the performance of individual clustering algorithms
(Kittler et al. 1998; Fred and Jain 2005; Fern and Brodley
2004; Iam-on et al. 2008; Strehl and Ghosh 2002). Cluster
ensemble techniques emphasize in combining the partition-
ing solutions obtained fromdifferent clustering techniques or
the same technique with different parameter settings. Strehl
andGhosh (2002) have proposed the concepts of hypergraphs
to gather information from various partitions obtained by
base clustering techniques. In Iam-on et al. (2008), the con-
cept of co-association matrix is used, similar to the approach

of Strehl and Ghosh, where co-occurrence statistics have
been calculated for each pair of data points and further those
have been used to represent the dissimilarity matrix. Finally
hierarchical clustering approach has been used to partition
the matrix. Although co-association matrix has gained popu-
larity particularly due to its simplicity, it suffers from several
drawbacks. It only considers the co-association between
data points at coarse level, completely ignoring the asso-
ciations that exist among clusters (Calado et al. 2006; Klink
et al. 2006). Therefore, due to lack of information regard-
ing exploitation of cluster associations, many relationships
become unknown and are assigned zero values as the simi-
larity measures. Now to overcome this shortcoming, a new
approach has been introduced by Iam-on et al. (2008) and
Calado et al. (2006) called link-based pairwise similarity
matrices, namely connected-triple-based similarity (CTS)
and SimRank-based similarity (SRS) matrices. Link-based
similarity measures (Iam-on et al. 2008; Calado et al. 2006)
use both the statistics of co-occurrence among data points
and those among clusters in the ensemble to discover simi-
larity values. A new technique of cluster ensemble has been
proposed in Iam-on et al. (2008). Experimental results in
general prove the effectiveness of this new cluster ensemble
technique. In the present work, we have adopted this method
to combine the partitioning results obtained by some newly
developed point symmetry-based multiobjective clustering
techniques. The proposed multiobjective-based clustering
techniques produce a set of alternative solutions on the final
Pareto front. A subset of these solutions is selected based
on some cluster quality measure. Finally, these solutions are
combined using an ensemble technique. The current study
aims to investigate whether application of cluster ensemble
technique provides better solution accuracy in comparison
with the individual clustering techniques.

The invention of micro-array technology helps us to
study the expression levels of various genes across differ-
ent time points or experimental conditions (Jarman et al.
2011; Chen et al. 2017; Du et al. 2015). Some of the appli-
cation areas include gene expression profiling, biomedicine,
medical diagnosis (Maulik et al. 2009; Re 2011; Li 2011).
Fundamentally, gene data sets are huge in volume; therefore,
to extract useful information from such types of data sets,
clustering plays an essential role. Gene data sets are rep-
resented in two-dimensional matrix where rows represent
different genes and columns represent different time points
or experimental conditions. Assume M = [Gi j ] is the 2-D
matrix having size g × t which is a data structure for the
representation of gene expression values. In this matrix, g
denotes the number of genes and t is the total number of
time points. The expression level of i th gene at j th time
point is denoted by Gi j . In the current study, we have shown
the appropriateness of the proposed symmetry-based multi-
objective clustering techniques in automatically partitioning
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different gene expression or cancer data sets. The group of
genes/cancer tissues which exhibit similar behaviors in terms
of expression values are detected automatically using the
search capabilities of some MOO-based techniques.

Thus, the contribution of the proposed paper is twofold.
In the first phase, two fuzzy multiobjective-based clustering
techniques are proposed entrusting the search capabilities
of two optimization techniques, namely particle swarm opti-
mization (Ni et al. 2017) and differential evolution (Das et al.
2008; Das et al. 2005). In the second phase, the alterna-
tive partitioning solutions provided by these approaches are
combined using some cluster ensemble-based techniques.
For this very purpose, a popularly used link-based ensem-
ble technique is employed. The objective is to show that
the deployment of ensemble technique improves the solu-
tion accuracy by combining different partitionings of final
Pareto front produced by aMOO-based clustering technique.
The supremacy of the proposed approach is shown for par-
titioning several gene expression data sets, namely Yeast
Sporulation, Yeast cell cycle, Rat-CNS, Serum, Arabidop-
sis Thaliana, as well as some cancer data sets, namely Adult
malignancy and SRBCT. Moreover, proposed methods are
compared with other state-of-the-art methods in terms of
some cluster qualitymeasures likeAdjustedRand Index (Jain
and Dubes 1988) and Silhouette scores (Rousseeuw 1987).
The visualizations of the partitioning results are also shown
using Eisen plot (Eisen et al. 1998a) and cluster profile plots
(Eisen et al. 1998a). The obtained clusters of genes are further
validated using some biological significance tests. Experi-
mental results support our assumptions that ensembling the
outputs of proposed multi-objective fuzzy clustering tech-
niques helps in improving the accuracy of the individual
solutions. Moreover, ensemble-based methods also perform
better than several existing clustering algorithms in grouping
functionally similar genes and cancer tissues.

The followings are the key contributions of the current
paper:

– To the best of our knowledge, this is the first workwhere a
particle swarm optimization-based fuzzy clustering tech-
nique is proposed using the properties of symmetry in the
multi-objective optimization framework. Later on, this
algorithm is hybridized with a cluster ensemble method
to combine the multiple trade-off solutions obtained on
the final Pareto optimal front.

– Another contribution is the proposal of a differential
evolution-based fuzzy clustering technique and finally
the hybridization of this algorithm with a cluster ensem-
ble technique to combine the solutions produced by
DE-based clustering technique.

– In both the multiobjective-based clustering techniques,
for the allocation of points to different clusters, a point
symmetry-based distance is used.

– Results on several cancer and gene expression data sets
show that the performances of fuzzy PSO- and DE-based
multi-objective cluster ensemble techniques are much
better compared to several state-of-the-art approaches.

– Higher cluster accuracy in gene and cancer data sets
reflects that DE-based multi-objective cluster ensemble
method is superior over other methods reported in the
paper.

– Finally, some biological and statistical analyses have
been made on the obtained results to evaluate the biolog-
ical and statistical relevancy of the proposed approaches.

The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2,
a brief overview about existing techniques for gene cluster-
ing is given. The motivation behind developing the proposed
approaches is thoroughly discussed in Sect. 3. The detailed
discussion about the objective functions used in the current
work is presented in Sect. 4. Sections 5 and 6 describe the
proposed fuzzy symmetry-based multi-objective clustering
techniques in detail. Section 7 discusses about the link-based
cluster ensemble technique. Used data sets and performance
metrics are described in Sect. 8. Experimental results and the
corresponding analyses have been made available in Sect. 8.
Conclusions and future scope of research are given in Sect. 9.

2 Existing works on gene data clustering

In the field of bioinformatics, many clustering techniques
have been developed for the classification of gene expres-
sion data. Even wide use of clustering techniques can be
found in the identification of cancer subtypes (Alizadeh et al.
2000; Eisen et al. 1998b; Lockhart and Winzeler 2000).
In order to solve the problem of discovery of cancer sub-
types or classification of gene expression data, scientists
from biomedical field prefer to use traditional clustering
techniques (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2007a). Measurements of
molecular signatures of cancer cells become feasible with the
invention of micro-array technology (de Souto et al. 2008).
In de Souto et al. (2008), important and useful applications
of clustering techniques are shown for analysis of micro-
array data of cancer/patient samples (tissues). The main goal
of applying clustering techniques in gene expression data
analysis is to identify the group of samples which have sim-
ilar expression profiles and also to identify similar cancer
subtypes. Considering the different internal characteristics
of gene expression data like existence of noise and missing
values and high dimensional nature of data (de Souto et al.
2008; Brunet et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2003), many specialized
clustering techniques have also been developed by bioin-
formaticians. These clustering techniques have been tested
on publicly available data for clinical studies. Use of tradi-
tional K -means clustering technique for partitioning gene
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expression data can be found in the paper (Sherlock 2000;
Herwig et al. 1999). Now to overcome the limitation of K -
means clustering technique,manyother algorithmshavebeen
developed and applied in gene expression data clustering
(Heyer et al. 1999; Tamayo et al. 1999). Self-organizing
map is another clustering method whose performance was
better than K -means algorithm in solving the problem of
gene expression data classification. Unweighed Pair Group
Method with Arithmetic Mean named as UPGMA is devel-
oped by Alizadeh et al. (2000) for the representation of
clustered data graphically and is used in gene expression data
analysis. Deterministic annealing algorithm (DAA) devel-
oped by Alon et al. (1999) is a divisive approach used to
analyze the genes. Conventional agglomerative and hierar-
chical approaches suffer because of the sensitivity of the
data on the structure in hierarchical dendogram and high
computational complexity. A graph theory-based clustering
technique CLICK (Sharan and Shamir 2000) is developed
for clustering gene expression data, and it is compared with
SOM (Tamayo et al. 1999) and hierarchical method (Eisen
et al. 1998b). DHC a density-based hierarchical clustering
method is developed to analyze gene expression data. In Fra-
ley and Raftery (1998) and Ghosh and Chinnaiyan (2002),
some statistical frameworks are developed in model-based
clustering for gene expression data.

3 Motivation

The motivations of proposing the current ensemble-based
techniques are given below:

1. In recent years, differential evolution became popular
in solving the clustering problem. Several attempts are
made, and it was proved that DE converges faster com-
pared to genetic algorithm-based approaches. But, the
existing DE-based clustering approaches utilize popu-
lar Euclidean distance for cluster assignment. Motivated
by the well behavior of DE-based clustering, current
work explores the use of symmetry-based distance in
DE-based clustering framework. Moreover, in order
to optimize multiple cluster validity indices simulta-
neously, we have developed a multi-objective-based
framework.

2. Use of PSO in developing clustering algorithm is lim-
ited. Moreover, symmetry-based distance had never
been used in PSO-based framework to develop some
clustering approaches. Thus, attempts aremade in devel-
oping a PSO-based multiobjective clustering technique.
PSOutilizes thebehavior of swarms to explore the search
space efficiently. Thus, steps of PSO are quiet different
from those of DE. In order to show the efficacy of two
different types of optimization techniques in clustering

process, PSO andDEwhich are widely varying in nature
are used.

3. The proposed clustering frameworks are very generic in
nature; thus, any other optimization techniques likeACO
(ant colony optimization) (Dorigo and Stützle 2004) or
ABC (artificial bee colony optimization) (Karaboga and
Basturk 2008) could have been used in place of DE or
PSO.

4. For the optimization purpose, two cluster validity indices
like FSym-index and XB-index are used. FSym-index
captures symmetry property present in clusters of a given
partitioning, and XB-index is an Euclidean distance-
based cluster validity index. Thus, these two indices
measure the compactness and separation in two differ-
ent ways utilizing two different distances. Thus, they
capture two different properties of clusters.

5. In place of XB-index, any other Euclidean distance-
based index could have been used like PBM-index
(Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2013), DB-index (Bandy-
opadhyay and Saha 2013), Dunn’s index (Bandyopad-
hyay and Saha 2013). But the existing literature shows
that XB-index is more effective in determining the opti-
mal number of clusters from a given data set (Xie and
Beni 1991). Motivated by this observation, in the cur-
rent studyXB-index is used as an objective function. But
as mentioned earlier, the proposed frameworks are very
generic, thus any other validity index could have been
used in place of XB-index.

6. In has also been shown in Saha and Bandyopad-
hyay (2009) that FSym-index is the best performing
symmetry-based index in capturing the optimal number
of clusters.

7. The link-based ensemble clustering with connected-
triple-based similarity matrix (CTS) is the most recent
development of cluster ensemble. It relies on the fact
that if two clusters share more common neighbors, those
will bemore similar. It was shown in Iam-on et al. (2008)
that it outperforms all the existing ensemble approaches.
Motivated by this, we have also incorporated the same
concept in combining the outputs of PSO- andDE-based
multiobjective clustering approaches.

8. As link-based ensemble finally provides a similarity
matrix between points after considering all the cluster-
ing solutions participated in ensembling process, some
clustering algorithm is required to be applied on this
new similarity matrix to generate the partitioning. For
this very purpose, single linkage clustering which was
also used in the original paper of link-based clustering
(Iam-on et al. 2008) is utilized along with the new simi-
larity matrix for finally getting a consensus partitioning.

9. Another motivation of using the symmetry-based dis-
tances is the preprocessing steps utilized in the current
work to process the data sets. The preprocessing steps
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(as described in Sect. 8.1) help in normalizing the
data sets. This further makes the clusters normally dis-
tributed. Normally distributed clusters follow the shapes
of hyperspheres and hyperellipsoidal. In the literature
(Saha and Bandyopadhyay 2009), it has been shown
that symmetry-based distances can easily detect clus-
ters satisfying normal distributions. Motivated by these
facts, symmetry-based distances are utilized in the cur-
rent work for classifying micro-array and cancer data
sets.

10. In Zăvoianu et al. (2015), a hybrid and adaptive coevo-
lutionary optimization method is proposed utilizing the
concepts of fitness sharing. This approach could also
be used in the current context. As mentioned earlier,
the proposed clustering frameworks are very generic
in nature. It can be solved using any multiobjective-
based approach. The current paper explores the utility
of ensembling the multiple solutions produced by any
MOO strategy.

4 Objective functions used

Both the proposed fuzzy symmetry-based cluster ensemble
methods utilize two cluster validity indices as two objec-
tive functions, namely FSym (Saha and Bandyopadhyay
2009) and XB (Xie and Beni 1991) index. To get the proper
clustering and also to identify different-shaped clusters auto-
matically from a given data set, both the objective functions
need to be optimized simultaneously. Brief description about
these measures is given below:

4.1 Fuzzy symmetry-based index (FSym-index)

FSym is a fuzzy symmetry-based cluster validity index devel-
oped in the lines of PBMF-index (Pakhira et al. 2004).
To extract the symmetrical-shaped clusters, it is necessary
to maximize this objective function. Basically FSym-index
(Saha and Bandyopadhyay 2009) is an internal cluster valid-
ity index, used to measure the goodness of partitioning with
respect to symmetry and separation that exist in the clusters.

FSym-index measures the average symmetry present in a
partitioning. Calculation of FSym-index is furnished below:
Let us assume that the data set be represented as X =
{xi : i = 1 . . . n} where n is the total number of data
points and each data point is associated with d number of
attributes/features. Thus, xi is a vector of size d represent-
ing different attribute values. Here K is the number of cluster
centers,U is themembershipmatrix, andU = [ui j ]K×n . The
centers of different clusters are denoted by c j for j = 1 . . . K .
Here c j is a vector of d real values representing different

attributes/features.

FSym(U, K ) = 1

K
× 1

EK
× DK (1)

EK =
K∑

j=1

E j (2)

such that

E j =
n∑

i=1

(
umi j × dps(xi , c j )

)
(3)

and

DK = K
max
i, j=1

‖ci − c j‖ (4)

DK represents maximum Euclidean distance between two
cluster centers, ci and c j , among all cluster centers and
dps(xi , c j ) represents point symmetry-baseddistance (Bandy-
opadhyay andSaha 2007) between data points xi with respect
to cluster center, c j .

The procedure followed for evaluation of dps(xi , c j ) is
described in this section. Let the data set contain collection
of genes and xi be a particular gene. According to the proper-
ties of physics, the reflected point of a point xi with respect
to a cluster center c j is c j − (xi − c j ), i.e., 2 × c j − xi .
This is denoted as x∗

i . The knear number of nearest neigh-
bors of x∗

i from the given data set is identified. Let us assume
that the nearest neighbors be at Euclidean distances of dks,
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , knear. Then, point symmetry-based dis-
tance, dps, can be calculated as follows

dps(xi , c j ) = dsym(xi , c j ) × de(xi , c j )

=
∑knear

k=1 dk
knear

× de(xi , c j ) (5)

where de(xi , c j ) is defined as theEuclidean distance between
the gene xi and the cluster center c j . Note that here we can-
not set knear = 1. In this case, if knear = 1, then Euclidean
distance will have no effect because anyhow if x∗

i exists
in the gene data set, then dps(xi , c j ) = 0. If large values
of knear are considered, it might underrate the symmetry
property of a gene with reference to a particular cluster cen-
ter. In Bandyopadhyay and Saha (2007), it was shown that
point symmetry-based distance, in general, performs well
with knear = 2 for identifying different-shaped clusters from
data sets. Motivated by this observation, in the current study
knear value is considered to be 2. The detailed properties of
dps(xi , c j ) are described inBandyopadhyay andSaha (2007).

Please note that x∗ denotes the reflected point of x with
respect to a cluster center c. In order to calculate the point
symmetry-based distance between a point x and a cluster
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center c, first the symmetrical point x∗ is determined. The
first knear nearest neighbors of x∗ are searched in the data
set. This is required because x∗ is a virtual point which may
not exist in the data set. In order to get the vicinity of x∗, its
knear nearest neighbors are identified. In the best case if x∗
exists in the data set, the first neighbor will be found in the
data set. Thus, there is no relationship between x∗ and knear.
The value of knear determines how many nearest neighbors
of x∗ will be searched to compute the value of dps.

We followed the similar steps asmentioned inBandyopad-
hyay and Saha (2007) to calculate the point symmetry-based
distance. Here ci is a vector of real values representing dif-
ferent feature values of the i th cluster center. Here m is the
fuzzy coefficient which is set to 2.

4.2 Xie–Beni Index

Another objective function is Xie–Beni index (Xie and Beni
1991) which is an internal cluster validity index, proposed
by Xie and Beni (1991). Basically Xie–Beni index measures
the compactness and separation present in the clusters. In
order to get the compact and good partitioning, the value of
compactness should beminimum, whereas the value of sepa-
ration should bemaximum. Here the objective is to minimize
the Xie–Beni index; i.e., lower value of Xie–Beni index rep-
resents better partitioning.

XB(U, K ) =
∑K

j=1
∑n

i=1(u
m
i j × d2(xi , c j ))

n × minKi, j=1(‖ci − c j‖2)
(6)

Here d(xi , c j ) denotes the Euclidean distance between the
data point, xi , and the cluster center, c j . Xie–Beni index is the
ratio of total variation and minimum separation. In the equa-
tion of Xie–Beni index, numerator represents compactness
of the partitioning utilizing the membership matrix U and
the denominator represents the separation between clusters
measured using Euclidean distance.

Thus, both the proposed fuzzy symmetry-based multi-
objective cluster ensemble techniques utilize two objective
functions, namely obj1 = 1

Fsym and obj2 = XB. The
objective of the multiobjective-based clustering technique
is to minimize these two objective functions simultane-
ously.

5 Fuzzy symmetry with modified differential
evolution-based multi-objective cluster ensemble
method (EDE)

The classical differential evolution (DE) (Storn and Price
1997) is a recently devised heuristic or stochastic optimiza-
tion technique, basically designed for global optimization

problems. In DE, each of the individual vectors is repre-
sented by encoding real numbers. Like other evolutionary
algorithms, in DE the initial population is formed with the
randomly chosen data points from the given data set. After
the initialization of population is over, the fitness function
is evaluated for each of the individual vectors. It regener-
ates a new population by executing some operations on the
old population. These operations are mutation, crossover and
selection. In the mutation phase, offspring is generated by
choosing three parent vectors where weighted difference of
two parent vectors is added to the third parent vector to
generate a new offspring. In the crossover stage, trail vec-
tor is generated from the offspring and parent vector with
the crossover rate [0,1]. In order to apply DE for clustering
task, some modifications in the chromosome representa-
tions are incorporated. Below we have described in detail
the steps of chromosome representation and fitness calcula-
tion. The basic steps of the proposed approach are shown
in Fig. 1. The algorithm follows the same steps as men-
tioned below. It starts with initialization of solutions, getting
the partitioning corresponding to each solution, comput-
ing the objective functions for each solution and updating
the solutions using crossover, mutation and selection oper-
ations to explore the search space. This process is repeated
multiple number of times to get a set of non-dominated solu-
tions.

5.1 Representation of vectors and population
initialization

Population in DE is represented by a collection of vec-
tors. Here length of each vector is defined by the number
of clusters. Let us assume that K number of clusters are
present in the data set and the data set is represented as:
D = 1d , 2d , 3d . . . Nd where d is the dimension of each data
point belonging to set D. Then, each vector will contain K
number of data points selected randomly from the given data
set, D. These data points are acted as the initial set of cluster
centers. A vector is valid if and only if it contains unique
indices of data points as cluster centers. Therefore, popula-
tion inDE is initialized by generating P randomvectors; here
P is the size of population which is fixed to a given value
taken from the user as a parameter. Then, at gth generation,
kth individual vector will be represented in the following
way: Pk = [c1, c2, . . . , cK ], where ci denotes the i th cluster
center having d number of dimensions. Here the length of a
chromosome would be: L = K × d where K is the number
of clusters and d is the dimension of the data set.

After the initialization phase, five iterations of FCM
algorithm (Bezdek 1981) are executed so that centers get
separated initially.
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of proposed fuzzy symmetry with differential evolution-based multiobjective cluster ensemble method

5.2 Assignment of points

In order to compute membership values corresponding to a
particular vector, centers are first extracted from that vector.
Let the centers be c1, c2, . . . , cK . The membership values
ui j of data point xi with respect to cluster center, c j , j =
1, 2, . . . , K and i = 1, 2, . . . , n, are calculated in the follow-
ingway: First, the point symmetry-based distance dps(xi , c j )
(Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2007) (defined in Eq. 5) asso-
ciated with gene xi with respect to a cluster center c j is
calculated for the purpose of assignment.

In order to compute the membership values, first we need
to determine the cluster center c j closest to gene xi in the
symmetrical sense. That is done using the minimum-value
criterion: j = Argmink=1,...,K dps(xi , ck). If the correspond-
ing dsym is smaller than θ , where θ is the maximum nearest
neighbor distance of all the data points within the gene data
(Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2007), then the membership of
gene data point ui j is updated in the following manner:

uik = 1, if j = k

uik = 0, if j �= k (7)

where m ∈ (1,∞) is a weighting exponent called the fuzzi-
fier. Here we have taken m = 2. Otherwise, we update the
membership ui j by using the steps of FCM (Bezdek 1981)
utilizing Euclidean distance as the similarity measurement.
Centers concealed in a vector are also updated as done in
FCM (Bezdek 1981). The detailed procedure about the cal-
culation of θ value is given in Ref. Bandyopadhyay and Saha
(2007).

5.3 Mutation

Modified differential evolution has been introduced in
Maulik and Saha (2010), where a new mutation technique
has been developed to push the trail vector to reach the global
optimumquickly. The samehas been adopted in our proposed
approach. Here based on α value, the decision regarding
the application of classical mutation or modified mutation
scheme is taken. Basically α value is calculated using the
following equation:

α = 1

1 + exp
(
−

(
1
g

)) (8)

where g represents generation.
Modified mutation scheme is described below:

M(t + 1) = GGbest(t) + α(GLbest(t) − Gm(t)) (9)

where two best vectors are used, namely local best and gen-
eration best, and these are denoted by Gbest and Lbest,
respectively. Gbest represents the best vector till the current
generation in terms of fitness, and Lbest represents best vec-
tor in the current generation in terms of fitness. Since the
problem is a multi-objective optimization problem, therefore
for each solution it is required to compute the non-domination
rank (Deb et al. 2002) and crowding distance value (Deb
et al. 2002). The solution vector of the lowest rank with least
crowding distance will be considered as Lbest in the cur-
rent generation. Gbest is the best Lbest value till the current
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generation. The other operations in modified-DE are same;
i.e., crossover and selection operations are same as done in
classical differential evolution technique.

Now, based on the value ofα, decision regarding the appli-
cation of modified mutation scheme or original mutation
scheme is taken. If rand(0, 1) < α, then modified mutation
scheme otherwise classical mutation scheme is executed.

M(t+1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

if rand(0, 1) ≤ α

GGbest(t) + α × (GLbest(t) − Gm(t))
otherwise
Gk(t) + F × (Gn(t) − Gm(t))

(10)

Here Gm , Gk and Gn denote the randomly selected chro-
mosomes at mth, kth and nth positions in the population,
respectively.

From the equation of α value, it can be observed that
when generation increases, the probability of using modified
mutation scheme gets reduced and simultaneously probabil-
ity of classical mutation scheme gets increased. In the initial
stage or generation, the usage of modified mutation scheme
is higher than the other one.

5.4 Crossover

Crossover is introduced to instigate the diversity in the per-
turbed vector using the trial vector. Crossover is expressed in
the following way. Let the i th individual vector of the popu-
lation at (t + 1)th generation have l number of components
and be represented as: Uj (t + 1) = [Uj,1(t + 1),Uj,2(t +
1), . . . ,Uj,l(t + 1)]

Ui,l(t + 1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

if randd(0, 1) ≤ CR or l = rand(i)
Mi,l(t + 1)

otherwise
Gi,l(t)

(11)

randd(0, 1) represents uniform random number gener-
ated within the range [0,1], and CR represents crossover
constant which varies in the range of [0, 1]. Gi,l(t) indi-
cates the lth component of i th chromosome present in the
population at generation t . Mi,l(t + 1) denotes the lth com-
ponent of i thmutation chromosomegenerated in the previous
step. rand(i) is a randomly chosen index belonging to
{1, 2, . . . , l}. The trial vector Ui,l(t + 1) is compared with
the target vector Gi,l(t) to decide whether Gi,l(t) will be the
member of next generation or Ui,l(t + 1).

5.5 Other operations

The processes of mutation and crossover are executed on
all the chromosomes of the population to generate a new
population. The objective function values (XB-index and

FSym-index) of all the chromosomes in the new population
are calculated. Next the new population and the old pop-
ulation are merged together to perform selection operation.
Non-dominated sorting approach (Deb et al. 2002) is applied
on the combined population to rank the solutions in different
non-domination levels. The new population is started devel-
oping using solutions of different non-domination levelswith
rank-0 as the highest priority and going toward lower-ranked
solutions. Suppose solutions up to rank i are already copied
in the new population. The remaining number of positions
on the new population is

Rem = P −
i∑

j=0

‖S j‖

where ‖S j‖ denotes the set of solutions at rank j and P is
the population size. If ‖Si+1‖ > Rem, that means all the
solutions of (i + 1)th rank cannot be accommodated in the
new population. In this case, to select Rem number of good
solutions from‖Si+1‖ solutions, crowdingdistanceoperation
(Deb et al. 2002) is utilized. The solutions having rank (i+1)
are sorted basedon their crowdingdistances (Deb et al. 2002),
and finally, best Rem number of solutions are selected and
added in the new population. Thus, selection process can
be performed on the basis of the lowest rank and the least
crowding distance values.

The process of mutation, crossover and selection is exe-
cuted for a large number of generations, and finally, a set of
solutions are generated on the final Pareto optimal front. All
these solutions will provide a way of partitioning the given
data set. From the generated solutions, only a subset of solu-
tions are selected based on their individual Silhouette index
(Rousseeuw 1987) or ARI index values (Jain and Dubes
1988). These solutions further take part in cluster ensem-
ble. Finally, a link-based cluster ensemble method (Iam-on
et al. 2008) is applied on the chosen set of solutions and a
final consensus partitioning is generated satisfying all these
individual clustering solutions. This ensembled partitioning
is the result of the proposedmethod, and the obtained result is
validated by again calculating the values of Silhouette index
or ARI validity measures.

5.6 Entire process

The basic steps of the proposed algorithm are furnished
below:

1. Create initial population of size N.
2. Run FCM algorithm five times on each chromosome to

identify the initial partitionings.
3. For each vector, two objective functions, XB and FSym

indices, are calculated.
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4. Perform non-dominated sorting and crowding distance
operations on the solutions of current population.

5. Initialize Gbest by Lbest. Basically Lbest is the solution
which has the lowest rank and the least crowding distance
value.

6. Calculate alpha = 1/(1 + exp(−(1/gi )))
i = 1 . . . , maximum no of generations
gi=current value of generation.

7. if alpha > rand(0, 1) perform modified mutation
scheme.
perform classical crossover operation.

8. else perform classical mutation scheme.
perform classical crossover operation.

9. The XB- and FSym-based objective functions are calcu-
lated for all the chromosomes of the new population of
size N.

10. Merge two populations: parent population(N) and off-
spring population(N) to get a population of size 2N.

11. Perform non-dominated sorting and crowding distance
operations to rank merged population.

12. Update Lbest by the lowest rank with the least crowding
distance solution vector.

13. Update Gbest only if Lbest solution has a better rank than
Gbest; otherwise, retain the previous Gbest value.

14. Apply selection operation to select best N number of
chromosomes from the merged population of size 2N .

15. Repeat the steps 6–14 until the maximum number of gen-
erations is reached.

16. Measure the values of Silhouette index or ARI index for
all the generated non-dominated solutions on the final
population.

17. Select the subset of solutions with good values of Silhou-
ette index or ARI index for cluster ensemble.

18. Apply consensus function of Link-based cluster ensem-
ble method on the selected subset of solutions.

19. Produce ensembled result or clustering partition.

6 Fuzzy symmetry with particle swarm
optimization-based multi-objective cluster
ensemble method (EPSO)

The concept of PSO is proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart
(1995), and it is inspired by the behavior of fish schooling
and bird flocking for the search of food. PSO is a swarm
intelligence-based heuristic technique where population rep-
resents collection of potential solutions. This population is
called swarm. Each of the individual solutions within the
swarm is called a particle. To simulate the behavior of the
swarm, each particle has a velocity assigned to fly through
the search space to find the optimum solution. In each itera-
tion, current positions of the particles are updatedbyusing the
velocity vectors and velocity vectors are updated by the best
positions of the particles and the global best value achieved
by the swarm.

In this work, particle swarm optimization method is used
as an underlying optimization tool in the proposed multi-
objective-based cluster ensemble framework. Tomeasure the
goodness of partitionings, two cluster validity indices FSym-
index and XB-index are used. The selection process of the
multiobjective PSO technique is very much similar to that
of NSGA-II (Deb et al. 2002). Non-dominated sorting and
crowding distance computation techniques which are used in
the selection process of multiobjective PSO-based technique
are adopted from NSGA-II (Deb et al. 2002) to get the non-
dominated solutions. Different steps of the proposed method
are explained below. A flowchart showing different steps of
the proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. Most of the
steps of this algorithm are same as those of EDE approach.
Here only in place of DE operators, the search operators of
PSO (velocity updation + particle updation) are used.

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the proposed PSO-based cluster ensemble method
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6.1 Particle representation

Swarm is a collection of particles, and each of the parti-
cles is denoted by a vector which encodes cluster centers. In
the proposed clustering scheme, population is a collection of
potential solutions of clustering the data which are termed
as particles. Here the same center-based representation, as
used in Sect. 5.1, is utilized for initializing the particles of a
swarm.

6.2 Objective function computations

For the purpose of computation of objective values for dif-
ferent particles present in a population, we have followed the
following steps:

1. Extract the centers present in a particle.
2. Identify the corresponding partitioning using the steps of

Sect. 5.2.
3. Two cluster validity indices, XB-index and FSym-index,

are calculated for that partitioning.
4. The objective functions would be f1 = XB, f2 = 1

FSym .
These two objective functions will be simultaneously
minimized using the search capability of multiobjective-
based PSO algorithm.

6.3 Updation of velocity and position of particles

In order to search for optimal position in each generation,
velocities and positions of particles have been updated using
the process mentioned in Lu et al. (2015). A velocity vector
is assigned to each particle to regulate the next transit of
the particle. Each particle basically updates its velocity on
the basis of current velocity, personal best position it has
obtained so far and the global best position which has been
explored by the swarm.

The velocity of each particle is updated using the below
formula as given in Lu et al. (2015).

vid = w × vid + 2 × rand() × (pid − xid)

+ 2 × rand() × (pgd − xid) if T <
Gmax

2
= K × [0.7 × vid + 2 × rand() × (pid − xid)

+ 2 × rand() × (pgd − xid)] if T >
Gmax

2
(12)

Here the velocity of particle i expresses as
V i = (vi1, vi2, . . . , vi D), the location of particle i expresses
as (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiD), the optimal location of particle i
expresses as Pi = (pi1, pi2, . . . , piD), and it is also called
Pbest. The global optimum position of all particles expresses
as Pg = (pg1, pg2, . . . , pgD), and it is also called Gbest.
Gmax indicates the maximum number of generations, and

T denotes the current iteration. Here D is the dimension.
The values of K and w are determined using the following
expressions:

w = 0.857143 + (1 − 0.857143)

× (1 − T

Gmax
) if pgd �= xid

= 0.857143 if pgd = xid (13)

K = cos(2π/Gmax × (T − Gmax/2)) + 2.428571

4
(14)

6.4 Selection operation

The selection step is similar to that ofmultiobjective differen-
tial evolution as mentioned in Sect. 5.5. The similar process
is followed to determine the set of non-dominated solutions
in the swarm.

7 Ensemble clustering

Let us assume that D = 1d , 2d , 3d . . . Nd be the gene data
set and pd be the pth gene data point. Each of the gene
data points is d-dimension in length. In this data set, a
total N number of objects are present and total size of the
data set is N × d. Any of the above-mentioned multiobjec-
tive fuzzy clustering techniques, described in Sects. 5 and
6, is applied on this gene data set to get a set of alterna-
tive partitionings. A subset of cluster partitionings has been
selected from the set of generated cluster partitionings on
the basis of calculation of one cluster validity index. The
solutions with good values of this cluster validity index are
considered for the application of cluster ensemble. In the fol-
lowing, we have illustrated the ensembling process with the
help of fuzzy symmetry-based differential evolution clus-
tering technique. The similar steps are followed in case of
fuzzy symmetry-based particle swarm optimization cluster-
ing technique.

Let us assume that after application of steps of fuzzy
symmetry-basedmulti-objective differential evolution-based
cluster ensemble method on the same data set D, total NP
base partitionings have been generated. Now from total
generated NP base partitionings, only a subset, BP, have
been selected, which correspond to optimum values of
some cluster validity index. Here we have selected the base
partitionings using Silhouette index (Rousseeuw 1987) or
Adjusted Rand Index (Jain and Dubes 1988) values. Let us
denote the set of BP base partitionings by EP, and each of
these EP denotes a way of partitioning the data set. Thus,
a solution of EP provides a labeling on the given data set.
Then, the ensemble clustering will be described in the fol-
lowing way:
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EP = {EP1,EP2,EP3 . . .EPBP};
EP1 = {c11, c12, . . . , c1K };
EP2 = {c21, c22, . . . , c2K };
. . .

EPBP = {cBP1 , cBP2 , . . . , cBPK }.

Main purpose of ensembling is to combine the information
obtained from the BP individual clusterings and to create a
consensus partitioning, EP∗. Since
EP∗ = {EP1,EP2,EP3 . . .EPBP} is the cluster ensemble,
therefore similarity matrix can be generated after consider-
ing all the individual partitionings present in EP by utilizing
the link-based cluster ensemble method (Iam-on et al. 2008).
After generating the similarity matrix, steps of single link-
age clustering technique are applied on that to generate the
final consensus partitioning (Q∗). The link-based ensemble
clustering method has been described below:

Link-based ensemble clustering with connected-triple-
based similarity matrix (CTS) (Iam-on et al. 2008) is
described below. Unknown relationships among the gene
data points have been handled better by CTS approach
compared to theCO-associationmatrix (Fred and Jain 2005)-
based approach. Concisely, the edge between the connected
clusters, cluster i and cluster j , has been weighted. Now in
order to compute the weight between clusters, overlapping
members among clusters have been identified. The weight is
basically proportion to the number of common elements.

wi j = ‖Ni ∩ N j‖
‖Ni ∪ N j‖ (15)

Here Ni represents the set of data points belonging to clus-
ter i . This connected-triple-based similarity works on the
basis that if two clusters possess links to some common clus-
ters, then these clusters are considered to be similar. Thus,
initially attempts are made to determine the number of com-
mon neighbors (clusters) of a given pair of clusters (i and j).
Instead of only counting the total number of common clus-
ters with which clusters i and j are connected, theWeighted
Connected Triple is calculated as given below:

WCTp
i j = min (wi p, w j p) (16)

Here p is a common neighbor of both the clusters, cluster
i and cluster j . Let there be total u number of such com-
mon neighbors of the clusters i and j . Then, the triple-count
between a pair of clusters i and j is calculated as follows:

Ci j =
u∑

p=1

WCTp
i j (17)

After that, the similarity between clusters i and j , denoted
by SWT (i, j), can be estimated as follows:

SWT(i, j) = Ci j

Cmax
(18)

where Cmax is the maximum Ci j value of any two clusters,
i and j . Given a particular base partitioning, e, the similar-
ity between two data points ni and n j is calculated in the
following way:

Se(ni , n j ) =
{
1 if C(ni ) = C(n j )

SWT(C(ni )),C(n j )) × DC otherwise

(19)

where C(ni ) indicates the cluster of data point ni , and DC
denotes the constant decay factor whose value is within the
range of [0, 1]. Moreover, it measures the confidence level of
considering two nonidentical objects being similar. If a total
BP number of base partitionings are available, then the final
similarity matrix between data points is constructed in the
following way:

CTS(ni , n j ) = 1

BP

BP∑

e=1

Se(ni , n j ) (20)

This similarity matrix is finally embedded in single linkage
clustering technique to get the final consensus partitioning.
We have consulted the literature for each of the data sets
used in the current paper and finally identified a proper value
for the number of clusters (K ) (reported in Table 1). The
same value of the number of clusters is used in the ensemble
approach also. The single linkage clustering is executed until
we get the desired K number of clusters from the given gene
expression data set.

8 Experimental results

In this section, we have thoroughly described the experimen-
tal results.

8.1 Data sets used for experimentation

The data sets given in Table 1 are used for the purpose of
experimentation. We have used some gene expression data
sets as well as some cancer data sets to illustrate the efficacy
of the proposed ensemble methods.

The short descriptions of the data sets are given in Table 1.
Yeast Sporulation: In theYeast Sporulationdata set (Maulik

et al. 2009), during the sporulation process of budding yeast,
expression values of total 6118 genes were measured at
seven time points. The genes whose expression levels did not
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Table 1 Data sets used for
experimental purpose

Data set Data points (n) Dimension (d) Number of clusters (K )

Yeast Sporulation 474 7 6

Yeast cell cycle 384 17 5

Rat-CNS 112 9 6

Arabidopsis Thaliana 138 8 4

Human Fibroblasts Serum 517 13 6

Adult malignancy 190 200 14

SRBCT 63 200 4

change much during the process of harvesting are ignored.
The data set is log2-transformed, and root mean squares are
calculated. Root mean square value of 1.6 is considered as
the threshold value for the selection of genes. Finally, total
474 genes have been selected from the set of 6118 genes.
This data set is available from Web site.1

Yeast cell cycle: In case of Yeast cell cycle (Maulik et al.
2009), there are total 6000 genes whose expression levels are
considered over two cell cycles at 17 time points. Out of these
6000 genes, 384 genes have been selected whose expression
levels have changed significantly and others were ignored as
there is no change in their expression levels. This data set is
publicly available in the following Web site.2

Rat-CNS:During the process of rat central nervous system
development, the set of 112 genes (Maulik et al. 2009) whose
expression levels have beenmeasured over 12 time points are
selected. In this process to determine the expression levels,
reverse transcription-coupled PCRmethod is used. This data
set is available from Web site.3

Arabidopsis Thaliana: In this data set (Maulik et al. 2009),
138 gene expression values of Arabidopsis Thaliana are con-
sidered over eight time points. Data set can be obtained from
the following Web site.4

Human Fibroblasts Serum: This data set contains 8613
human genes whose expression levels are considered. The
expression levels of 8613 human genes have been measured
over 12 time points. Each of the genes is 13-dimension
where an unsynchronized sample is also present. Among
8613 genes, 517 genes are considered for further process-
ing as they contain distinct expression values. Finally, gene
expression values are log2-transformed. This data set is avail-
able from Web site.5

Apart from the above-mentioned gene expression data
sets, we have also shown results on some cancer data
sets, Adult malignancy and SRBCT. These data sets are

1 http://cmgm.stanford.edu/pbrown/sporulation.
2 http://faculty.washington.edu/kayee/cluster.
3 http://faculty.washington.edu/kayee/cluster.
4 http://homes.esat.kuleuven.be/thijs/Work/Clustering.html.
5 http://www.sciencemag.org/feature/data/984559.shl.

preprocessed before application of the proposed ensemble
techniques. During the preprocessing step, first variance has
been calculated for each of the genes. After that, all the genes
are sorted according to their variances. Finally, the genes
which have higher variance values are considered. Here total
200 genes have been selected. Genes with higher variance
values aremore capable of distinguishing tumor sample from
other classes. Each tissue sample is normalized to variance
1 and mean 0 after application of log-transformation.

Adult malignancy: This data set contains total 190 number
of tumor samples over two different classes. This data set can
be obtained from.6

Small round blood cell tumor (SRBCT): This data set con-
tains total 63 number of tumor samples over four different
classes. This data set can be obtained from.7

8.2 Chosen validity measures

In order to quantify the qualities of the obtained partition-
ings by the proposed multi-objective ensemble methods,
two validity measures are used, namely Silhouette index
(Rousseeuw1987) andAdjustedRand Index (Jain andDubes
1988).

Silhouette index (Rousseeuw 1987): Silhouette index (Sil)
is an internal cluster validity measure. It calculates compact-
ness and separation of clusters using Euclidean distance. The
Silhouette index can vary in the range of −1 to +1. Higher
values of Silhouette index indicate better partitioning.

Sil(p) value of any point belonging to a given partitioning
is calculated using the following equation:

Sil(p) = f − e

max(e, f )
(21)

In the equation of Silhouette index, Sil(p), two parameters e
and f are used, where e represents average distance of a gene
data point with respect to other gene data points belonging to
the same cluster and f represents minimum average distance
between a pair of gene data points with respect to other gene

6 http://algorithmics.molgen.mpg.de/Static/Supplements/.
7 http://www.ailab.si/supp/bi-cancer/projections/info/SRBCT.htm.
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Fig. 3 Eisen plots of the partitionings obtained by the proposed DE-based ensemble technique (EDE) for different data sets

data points belonging to other clusters. Finally, the average
Silhouette width over all the gene data points is calculated
and this is used as the Silhouette index.

Adjusted Rand Index (Jain and Dubes 1988): It is intro-
duced by Hubert and Arabie in 1985. It is an external cluster
validity measure. Adjusted Rand Index value lies in the
range of [−1,+1]. Higher value of ARI index ensures bet-
ter partitioning. Adjusted Rand Index finds the agreement or
disagreement between the true partitioning and the obtained
partitioning.

ARI(A, O) = e − (e+h)(e+g)
f

(e+h)+(e+g))
2 − (e+h)+(e+g)

f

(22)

Here e represents the number of data items that are in the
same class of A and O where A denotes “true partitioning”
andO denotes “obtained partitioning.” f represents the num-
ber of pairs of data items that belong to the different classes
in both A and O , g represents the number of pairs of data
items those are placed into the same class in A, but are in
the different classes in O , and finally h denotes the number
of pairs of data items those belong to the different classes in
A, but are in the same class of O . In general, e and f quan-
tify the agreement between two clustering solutions, whereas
g and h indicate the number of disagreements between two
clustering solutions.

8.3 Eisen plot

In case of Eisen plot (Maulik et al. 2009; Eisen et al.
1998a), at a particular time point expression value of a

gene in the matrix has been represented by coloring the
same spot in the micro-array. Figure 3 can be referred
for better understanding. In the figure, three different col-
ors are used to represent the expression profiles of genes.
Basically, each color has a specific significance. Red color
specifies the higher expression value, green color signifies
the low expression value, and the third color, i.e., black
specifies, the absence of expression value. Now to draw
Eisen plot, first of all, all the genes have been arranged
according to their group levels. Genes belonging to the
same group have been placed together one after another,
as a cluster/group boundary white color blank row is
used.

8.4 Cluster profile plot

Cluster profile plot (Eisen et al. 1998a) is used to visual-
ize the normalized gene expression values of set of genes
belonging to the same cluster with respect to the time points.
Now before drawing the cluster profile plot two parameters
are estimated on the obtained clustering results: First one is
the average gene expression values with respect to the time
points of a particular cluster, and second one is the standard
deviation of the genes of that cluster. Finally, using these two
parameters, namely average expression values and standard
deviation, the gene expression values of a cluster are plotted.
The cluster profile plots drawn in Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate
how the expression profiles of genes vary in different groups,
whereas in the same group expression profiles are reasonably
similar.
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Fig. 4 Cluster profile plots for Yeast cell cycle data set obtained by the proposed DE-based ensemble technique (EDE)

8.5 Results and Discussions

The proposed cluster ensemble techniques, EDE and EPSO,
utilize differential evolution and particle swarm-based opti-
mization, respectively, as the underlyingoptimizationmethod.
The parameter combinations used for proposed algorithms
are provided below. For EDE, the following parameter com-
binations are selected when applied on gene expression data
sets: population size: 100, maximum number of generations:
30, CR0.04 and F = 0.8. For EPSO, the following parameter
combinations are selected when applied on gene expression
data sets: maximum number of iterations = 30, swarm size
= 100, co1, co1 = 2, w: 0.9–0.4.

In case of cancer data set, the following parameter combi-
nations are chosen: for EDE, population size: 100, maximum
number of generations: 20, CR 0.5 and F = 0.8 and for
EPSO, maximum number of iterations = 20, swarm size =
100, co1, co1 = 2, w: 0.9–0.4. The parameter values are
chosen after performing a thorough sensitivity study.

The experimental results of the proposed cluster ensemble
techniques, EDE and EPSO, are first reported for real-life
gene expression data sets. Obtained results are compared
with some recently developed approaches for gene expres-
sion data clustering, namely Semi-GenClustMOO, a semi

supervised clustering method (Saha et al. 2016), MO-fuzzy
(Saha et al. 2013), MOGA clustering (Bandyopadhyay et al.
2007c), GenClusMOO (Saha et al. 2013), FCM (Jain et al.
1999), single-objective genetic clustering scheme which
minimizes Xie–Beni index validity measure (SGA) (Bandy-
opadhyay et al. 2007a), average linkage method (Jain et al.
1999), SOM (Tamayo et al. 1999), CRC (Bandyopadhyay
et al. 2007a) and some popular clustering algorithms like
K-means (Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2013), fuzzy C-means
(FCM) (Bandyopadhyay and Saha 2013) and different vari-
ants of hierarchical clustering techniques like single linkage,
average linkage and complete linkage (Bandyopadhyay and
Saha 2013). Each of the ensemble-based algorithms is exe-
cuted ten times, and themedian values of Silhouette index for
various gene expression data sets, attained by different clus-
tering techniques, are reported in Table 2. As for these gene
expression data sets true class label information is not avail-
able, results in terms of Silhouette index, an internal cluster
validity index, are reported. Results clearly show the superi-
ority of the proposed ensemble techniques. Among the two
proposed ensemble techniques, differential evolution-based
ensemble technique (EDE) performs better compared to the
other technique, namely EPSO. For all the five gene expres-
sion data sets, EDE beats the other comparing approaches.
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Fig. 5 Cluster profile plots for Serum data set obtained by the proposed DE-based ensemble technique (EDE)

For all the gene expression data sets, performance of EPSO
is better than all other comparing techniques except EDE in
terms of Silhouette score. In order to verify the statistical and
biological significance of the obtained clustering solutions by
EDE approach, some statistical and biological significance
tests have also been carried out on the obtained clustering
results.

The results obtained by the proposed EDE method have
been visually demonstrated using Eisen plot. Eisen plots
obtained by EDE clustering technique on five gene expres-
sion data sets are shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a–e, Eisen plots
have been shown for the corresponding five gene expression
data sets, namely Yeast cell cycle, Yeast Sporulation, Serum,
Rat-CNS and Arabidopsis Thaliana, respectively. From the
corresponding Eisen plot (Fig. 3b) of Yeast Sporulation data,
it can be clearly seen that six clusters generated by the pro-
posed EDE clusteringmethod are very prominent.Moreover,

from the corresponding Eisen plot we can observe that sim-
ilar colors are grouped together and this signifies that genes
having similar expression values are clustered together. Thus,
Eisen plot is another important tool for showing the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach. This illustrates that the
obtained partitionings by the proposed techniques indeed
group the similar behaved genes. As mentioned in Sect. 8.3,
different colors have different significance in terms of gene
expression values. But as similar colors are grouped together,
that means genes having similar expression profiles are clus-
tered together.

Again to visualize the results obtained by EDE cluster
ensemblemethod, cluster profile plot has been drawn.Cluster
profile plots for two gene expression data sets have been
reported in the paper. The corresponding figures for Yeast
cell cycle and Serum data sets are shown in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively. Basically, these plots signify how the expression
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Table 2 Silhouette index values obtained by various clustering algorithms for five gene expression data sets

Algorithm Yeast Sporulation Yeast cell cycle Arabidopsis Human Fibroblasts Serum Rat-CNS

EDE 0.7116 0.4793 0.4405 0.4223 0.5271

EPSO 0.6976 0.4420 0.4380 0.4130 0.5089

Semi-GenClustMOO 0.6786 0.4353 0.4310 0.4112 0.5027

MO-fuzzy 0.5877 0.4342 0.4194 0.4073 0.4977

MOGA 0.5754 0.4232 0.4023 0.3874 0.4993

GenClusMOO 0.6037 0.4253 0.4154 0.4078 0.2805

FCM 0.4696 0.3856 0.3665 0.3125 0.4132

SGA 0.5712 0.4232 0.3854 0.3445 0.4492

Average linkage 0.5023 0.4378 0.3162 0.3576 0.4142

SOM 0.5794 0.3862 0.2352 0.3352 0.4354

CRC 0.5623 0.4275 0.3965 0.3254 0.4576

FCM 0.4696 0.3856 0.3665 0.3125 0.4132

Average linkage 0.5023 0.4378 0.3162 0.3576 0.4142

k-means 0.6127 0.3785 0.3678 0.3628 0.3564

Single linkage −0.4020 −0.1195 −0.4078 −0.2893 −0.0630

Complete linkage 0.5838 0.4100 0.3040 0.3598 0.4180

Bold values indicate best results

Table 3 Execution times (in
seconds) of various clustering
algorithms for five gene
expression data sets

Algorithm Arabidopsis Yeast Sporulation Yeast cell cycle Rat-CNS Serum

K -means 13.755217 19.997980 24.999581 15.352839 23.389345

FCM 18.084015 63.651098 33.571305 41.964602 42.727019

Single linkage 40.317255 104.843662 39.303071 35.040516 19.110695

Average linkage 26.782579 42.543027 33.26348 50.824409 34.642539

Complete linkage 34.920017 29.949775 34.446442 34.496022 30.277389

EDE 69.479 80.603 83.196 71.403 85.548

MOO-DE 57.262 61.623 59.615 56.564 73.203

EPSO 59.451 81.799 115.215 71.234 77.825

MOO- PSO 46.234 63.819 91.643 57.395 54.480

profiles of genes vary among the different groups, whereas
within the group expression profiles are more similar.

In case of cluster profile plots, using two parameters,
namely average expression values and standard deviation,
the gene expression values of a cluster are plotted. The clus-
ter profile plots drawn in Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate how the
expression profiles of genes vary in different groups, whereas
in the same group expression profiles are reasonably similar.

The execution times of different clustering algorithms
including the proposed ensemble-based approaches and
some simple popular approaches like K-means, FCM, dif-
ferent hierarchical clustering techniques are also measured
for different gene expression data sets. Those are reported in
Table 3. Results clearly show that our proposed approaches
(ensemble-based approaches) take more time compared to
the simple approaches in clustering the gene expression data
sets. But Table 2 reveals that the qualities of the obtained
partitionings by the proposed ensemble-based techniques are

better than those obtained by simple clustering-based tech-
niques. Thus, after analyzing the results in Tables 2 and 3
it can be concluded that the good performance by the pro-
posed ensemble-based techniques is attained at the cost of
increasing complexity and execution time (Table 4).

In the next set of experiments, the efficiencies of the
proposed EDE and EPSO techniques are compared with
eleven state-of-the-art clustering methods over two cancer
data sets. The comparing techniques are AMOSA-based
unsupervised method which uses the search capability of
AMOSA (Acharya et al. 2016), K -means clustering method
(Jain et al. 1999), MOGASVM (Cherkassky 1997), single-
objective genetic clustering method: SGA (Bandyopadhyay
et al. 2007a), expectationmaximization clustering (EM) (Jain
et al. 1999), Self-OrganizingMap (SOM) clustering (Tamayo
et al. 1999), hierarchical average linkage clustering (Eisen
et al. 1998b), SiMM-TS clustering (Bandyopadhyay et al.
2007c) andfinally three consensus clusteringmethods (Strehl
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Table 4 Ranking of six algorithms considered in the study over five gene expression data sets based on the Silhouette index values obtained

Algorithm Yeast Sporulation Yeast cell cycle Arabidopsis Serum Rat-CNS Average rank

EDE 0.7116 (1) 0.4793 (1) 0.4405 (1) 0.4223 (1) 0.5271 (1) 1

EPSO 0.6976 (2) 0.4420 (2) 0.4380 (2) 0.4130 (2) 0.5089 (2) 2

MO-fuzzy 0.5877 (3) 0.4342 (3) 0.4194 (3) 0.4073 (3) 0.4977 (4) 3.2

MOGA 0.5754 (4) 0.4232 (5) 0.4023 (4) 0.3874 (4) 0.4993 (3) 4

SGA 0.5712 (5) 0.4232 (5) 0.3854 (6) 0.3445 (5) 0.4492 (6) 5.4

CRC 0.5623 (6) 0.4275 (4) 0.3965 (5) 0.3254 (6) 0.4576 (5) 5.2

Table 5 Adjusted Rand Index values obtained by different clustering
algorithms for two cancer data sets

Algorithm Adult malignancy SRBCT

EDE 0.87542 0.72542

EPSO 0.85324 0.71231

AMOSA-based unsupervised clustering 0.84830 0.700913

K -means 0.69240 0.3135

MOGASVM 0.81720 0.5126

SGA 0.74910 0.3198

EM 0.72510 0.3376

SOM 0.59170 0.3872

Average linkage 0.619 0.1021

CSPA 0.73310 0.3922

SiMM-TS 0.78230 0.4628

MCLA 0.73980 0.3902

HGPA 0.71920 0.2839

Bold values indicate best results

and Ghosh 2002) developed by Strehl and Ghosh, Meta-
Clustering Algorithm (MCLA), HyperGraph Partitioning
Algorithm (HGPA) and Cluster-based Similarity Partition-
ing Algorithm (CSPA). Basically these consensus clustering
methods combine the solutions obtained from EM, SOM,
K -means and average linkage clustering techniques. As
for these two cancer data sets ground truth information
(actual class labels) is available, we have calculated the val-
ues of Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) (Jain and Dubes 1988),
an external cluster validity index for partitionings obtained
by different clustering techniques. Each of the clustering
approaches is executed on these cancer data sets ten times,
and the average ARI values are reported in Table 5. Higher
values of ARI correspond to good partitionings. Results
evidently illustrate that the proposed ensemble techniques
perform significantly better as compared to the other existing
clustering techniques in partitioning the cancer tissue sam-
ples. EDE again performs much better compared to EPSO
in identifying functionally similar cancer tissues. Similar to
gene expression data sets, EPSO also beats all other compar-
ing approaches in clustering the cancer data sets.

The improved performances of the proposed multi-
objective cluster ensemble techniques are attributed to the
following: First of all, all these techniques utilize some
ensemble framework to combine the outputs of multi-
ple solutions produced on the final Pareto front. Thus,
the goodness of multiple partitionings is combined using
these ensemble-based methods. This helps to generate an
improved partitioning. Secondly, the use of multiobjective-
based framework for data clustering additionally helps to
identify different-shaped clusters from a given data set.
Simultaneous optimization of multiple cluster quality mea-
sures helps to generate higher-quality solutions. Thirdly, the
use of point symmetry-based distance in cluster allocation
furthermore enhances the capacity of the proposed cluster
ensemble techniques in detecting good shaped clusters hav-
ing different structures and sizes as long as they possess the
properties of symmetry. Moreover, current work conveyed
that symmetry-based distances are more useful for identify-
ing the clusters from cancer and gene expression data sets.
At the end, incorporation of fuzziness concept allows the
proposed cluster ensemble techniques to better equipped in
dealing overlapped clusters.

8.6 Statistical significant test

To establish that the proposed fuzzy symmetry-based multi-
objective cluster ensemble methods are statistically signif-
icant, some statistical tests guided by Demšar (2006) have
been conducted. Here both the fuzzy symmetry-based multi-
objective cluster ensemble methods are compared with some
existing gene clustering techniques like MO-fuzzy, MOGA,
FCM, SGA, SOM and CRC to establish their supremacy.
The obtained results by different clustering techniques for
all the above-mentioned data sets are presented in Table 4.
In order to check whether other clustering algorithms MO-
fuzzy, MOGA, FCM, SGA, SOM and CRC with respect to
the proposed methods perform similar or not, Friedman sta-
tistical test (Friedman 1937) has been carried out. For each of
the gene data sets and for each of the algorithms, some ranks
are assigned to individual clustering techniques depending on
their performance. After that, a test is carried out to analyze
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Table 6 Some of the most significant GO terms obtained by EDE clus-
tering technique and the corresponding p values for each of the six
clusters of Yeast Sporulation data set

Clusters Significant GO term P value

Cluster 1 Anatomical structure formation
involved in
morphogenesis–anatomical
structure formation involved in
morphogenesis GO:0048646

5.32E−009

Sporulation GO:0043934 3.24E−008

Sporulation resulting in formation
of a cellular spore GO:0030435

1.04E−008

Cluster 2 Ribosome biogenesis GO:0042254 8.34E−008

Ribonucleoprotein complex
biogenesis GO:0022613

8.34E−008

rRNA processing GO:0006364 0.0000261

Cluster 3 Meiotic nuclear division
GO:0051327

0.00749

Meiosis GO:0007126 0.00374

Meiotic cell cycle GO:0051321 2.01E−012

Cluster 4 Carboxylic acid metabolic process
GO:0019752

0.0000145

Oxoacid metabolic process
GO:0043436

0.0000145

Single-organism metabolic process
GO:0044710

0.00000141

Cluster 5 Cytoplasmic translation
GO:0002181

3.73E-032

Translation GO:0006412 2.41E−028

Peptide biosynthetic process
GO:0043043

2.41E−028

Cluster 6 Nicotinamide nucleotide metabolic
process GO:0046496

2.89e−13

Pyridine nucleotide metabolic
process GO:0019362

3.62e−13

Pyruvate metabolic process
GO:0006090

5.35e−13

whether average ranks are notably different from the mean
rank or not. It has been observed after performing Friedman
test that the measured average ranks are significantly differ-
ent from the mean rank. Results are displayed in Table 4.
Now after performing the Friedman’s test, Nemenyi’s test
(Nemenyi 1963) is also conducted to compare the clustering
techniques in pairwise manner. The p value is kept as 0.05
in all the cases.

8.7 Biological significance test

To establish the biological relevancy of the obtained par-
titioning results by the two proposed cluster ensemble
techniques, EDE and EPSO, statistically significant Gene
Ontology (GO) annotation database (http://db.yeastgenome.

org/cgi-bin/GO/goTermFinder) is utilized. Moreover, to
measure the functional enrichment of a group of genes,
three structured terms of GO database are used: associated
biological processes, controlled vocabularies and molecular
functions and biological components. The degree of func-
tional enrichment, i.e., p value, is calculated by the use of
cumulative hypergeometric distribution. The significant GO
terms corresponding to genes of different clusters obtainedby
EDE-based approach are shown in Table 6 for Yeast Sporu-
lation data set as a case study.

9 Conclusions and future works

In this article, two new multi-objective-based cluster ensem-
ble methods are developed utilizing the search capabili-
ties of differential evolution and particle swarm optimiza-
tion. Several new concepts are integrated in the proposed
ensemble-based frameworks: (i) Both the approaches uti-
lize the concepts of fuzzy logic to identify overlapped
clusters, (ii) use of symmetry-based distance in cluster allo-
cation further enables the proposed approaches in detecting
different-shaped clusters from a given data set, (iii) use of
multiobjective differential evolution and multiobjective par-
ticle swarmoptimization-based techniques helps in exploring
the search space efficiently to identify the optimal partition-
ing in a reasonable time frame, (iv) integrating different
partitioning solutions of final Pareto optimal front using a
link-based ensemble technique further enhances the quality
of clustering as the final partitioning grasps the goodness of
several individual partitionings. Both the cluster ensemble
methods are required to know apriori information about the
number of clusters present in the given data set.

The performances of the proposed fuzzy symmetry-based
multi-objective DE- and PSO-based cluster ensemble tech-
niques have been compared with several state-of-the-art
techniques in partitioning some real-life gene expression and
cancer data sets. Some biological and statistical significant
tests have also been conducted to establish the efficacy of
the developed multi-objective-based cluster ensemble tech-
niques.

As a scope of future work, the concept of automatic clus-
ter detection will be integrated in the proposed frameworks.
The proposed PSO- and DE-based clustering techniques will
be extended to handle variable length solutions. Thereafter,
search capabilities of PSO and DE will be utilized to auto-
matically determine the value of number of clusters from
different data sets.Moreover, the link-based cluster ensemble
technique will also be enhanced to handle the partitionings
having variable number of clusters. Apart from using XB
and FSym-index as objective functions, other cluster valid-
ity indices can be used for comparative study.Moreover, both
the proposed methods can be applied in solving some other
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real-life problems like MRI brain image segmentation and
remote sensing image segmentation.
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